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Our Vision and Mission

In order to achieve our vision, GRACE has three strategic program 

pillars that receive equal focus:

1. RESCUE, REHAB, REWILD:  
We maintain an award-winning sanctuary in DR Congo to care for  

Grauer's gorillas rescued from the illegal wildlife trade, and we are  

working to release suitable candidates back into the wild. 

2. GORILLA CONSERVATION:  
We support local community leadership for the management of  

Tayna Nature Reserve, a biodiversity hotspot and home to the critically 

endangered Grauer’s gorilla. 

3. COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:  
We implement conservation education and community engagement  

programs that uplift the communities around gorilla populations and  

promote local understanding of and appreciation for gorillas, their  

habitat, and positive conservation actions.

VISION

GRACE Gorilla’s vision is a 

healthy, stable population  

of wild Grauer’s gorillas in 

Democratic Republic of  

Congo that is no longer 

threatened and is a source  

of pride for the Congolese  

people.

MISSION

Our mission is to provide 

excellent care for rescued 

Grauer’s gorillas and  

work alongside Congolese  

communities to promote  

the conservation of wild  

gorillas and their habitat.
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Lulingu

ver many centuries, Africa birthed the profound philosophy 

of UBUNTU. While its name varies across the continent  

(in DR Congo it is KIMUNTU), the sentiment prevails. It is 

the belief in a universal bond of sharing that connects all 

humanity: “I am because we are.” 

These pages reflect the enormous impact of, and the lives 

touched by, conservation in DR Congo. They speak also 

of our audacious hopes for the future. And in the spirit of 

UBUNTU, I am deeply aware of this: “GRACE Gorillas is 

because we are.” Because you are. 

The roots nourishing this organization are strong and deep. 

Eleven talented board members; twenty-eight world-class scientific advisors who are  

remarkably generous with their time; our hard-working seventy-person team, sixty-five  

of them in DR Congo; thousands of financial donors who are the life-giving oxygen of  

our operation. 

Our donors are a rare and special breed. Startlingly, less than 5% of individual giving is  

to countries other than the donor’s, and less than 4% of giving is for the planet. I especially  

appreciate your wisdom and grasp of the urgent need to protect Earth’s last wild places. 

The fruits generated by your giving to an effectively managed cause are many and sweet.  

They are changing outcomes for our planet's largest primate, the Grauer’s gorilla. They  

support the fragile communities charged with protecting gorillas. And they safeguard the 

tropical forests that both gorillas and people need to thrive. 

Thank you for nurturing our efforts. Biodiversity  

loss and climate change are among the pre-eminent  

challenges facing humanity today. Gorilla conservation 

is intimately connected to both. The work you enable 

by supporting GRACE protects one of the most 

biodiverse places on Earth, in one of the last tropical 

forests. I hope you enjoy the pictures and stories in 

this glimpse of our work. 

With profound gratitude for all you make possible,

Tommi Wolfe

Executive DIrector

Letter from the Executive Director
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A Future for Gorillas, Built on Community
 Located near Tayna Nature Reserve in eastern DR Congo,  

GRACE operates the world’s only sanctuary for Critically  

Endangered Grauer’s gorillas. Outside of the sanctuary, GRACE  

works hand-in-hand with local communities on conservation  

education, forest protection, and sustainable livelihoods to help  

foster a peaceful coexistence between humans and gorillas. GRACE  

recognizes that social, economic, health and environmental  

protections are intertwined. 
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Global Goals

The Sustainable Development Goals or Global Goals are a collection of 17 interlinked global goals designed to be a “shared  
blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet, now and into the future”. The SDGs were set up in 2015 by the  
United Nations General Assembly and are intended to be achieved by 2030.

GRACE’s Impact 2022

gorillas spent in forest habitats  
key to rehabilitation

1,946+ hours

47 local 
community members 

hired and trained for gorilla  
protection and monitoring

90,000  hectares of  
forest protected, home to 

150+ Grauer’s gorillas

96 two-kilometer  
transects surveyed: 

of the area of Tayna 
Nature Reserve

50%

About Tayna Nature Reserve

90,000 hectares of primary transitional rainforest storing 12 million metric tons of  
carbon located within 2 traditional kingdoms – Bamate and Batangi – on land donated  
by 21 Barazas (traditional land-owning families) providing habitat for 2 endangered  
great ape species: Grauer’s gorillas and Eastern chimpanzees.

63+ plant species  
recorded from wild  
gorilla diet

40+ animal species 
observed, including  
endemic and threatened 
species

34,470+ 
hearts inspired  
globally to care for  
Grauer’s gorillas and forests

1280+ students 
in GRACE school 

programs

15,000+  
community members  
listened to conservation- 
focused radio  
programs

attendees at special conservation 
events and education programs

youth members in  
GRACE  

Conservation Clubs

300+ 
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Our strategic goals align to the selected United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SGDs) below.

18,950+ in-person 



Caring for a Growing Gorilla Family
 Every gorilla at GRACE was rescued as an infant 

from the illegal wildlife trade. Orphaned gorillas 

arriving at GRACE are always traumatized and 

often malnourished and in poor health. Our expert 

Congolese caregivers provide emergency medical 

care and hands-on care during an initial quarantine 

period. Then the new rescue joins the GRACE  

family group, made up of gorillas just like them.

 In the protected forest habitats at GRACE,  

these rescued gorillas can learn to travel as a group, 

forage for themselves, and form social bonds with 

other gorillas. This year, we launched a behavioral  

observation research program to more deeply  

understand the dynamics between the gorillas. 

GRACE Caregivers collect information on how  

each gorilla is interacting with other group members 

on a daily basis. Recording who the gorilla chooses 

to rest alongside, or keep at a distance. GRACE  

Science Advisors are using these data points to 

create visual models that show the relationships 

between the gorillas over time. With 14 gorillas  

(a very large family group in human care), it’s  

important to connect the observations from our 

caregivers with the data models to better understand 

gorilla group dynamics. 

 Even though each individual gorilla was rescued 

at a different time and place in DR Congo, data 

collection so far supports what we see: these gorillas 

have bonded to form a single, cohesive group – or 

one large happy family. Collecting this data allows 

our care to be gorilla-led. If and when the gorillas 

RESCUE, REHAB, REWILD

show us it is time to form new groups (as gorilla 

families often do in the wild), we will have the data 

to understand what’s happening. We will use this 

data to make a plan that ensures our record of  

excellent animal care continues. 

 Supporting and understanding the gorilla  

family at GRACE takes a family of people, too.  

Congolese caregivers work hard 24 hours a day,  

365 days a year, to keep the gorillas happy and 

healthy. GRACE advisors – experts in animal care 

and conservation – generously share their time and 

knowledge to consult on everything from training 

and enrichment to nutrition and veterinary care. 

And of course, you are part of our family, too. It’s 

you, our global supporters, who keep GRACE going.

 Together, we make up one big gorilla-focused 

family making a difference for the 14 orphans at 

GRACE and wild gorillas across DR Congo.
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Lulingu and 
Itebero 

Serufuli, Muyisa, 
Amani and Lulingu

Mapendo and 
Shamavu
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#1 RESCUE, REHAB, REWILD
GRACE maintains an award-winning sanctuary in DR Congo to 

care for Grauer’s gorillas rescued from the illegal wildlife trade. 

Here, rescued gorillas live together in a family group much like 

those found in the wild. They spend their days in large habitats  

of natural forest where they can learn the survival skills necessary 

for potential future release to the wild.



Then and Now: Silverback Kighoma
         Like all gorillas  

 at GRACE, silverback 

Kighoma lost his 

family to poaching 

as an infant. He was 

held captive by a 

militia group (such 

groups often keep 

young gorillas and 

other wildlife as  

  “mascots”) before 

  being rescued.  

  Kighoma was among 

  the first four gorillas 

  to arrive at GRACE, 

along with females Mapendo, Amani, and Ndjingala.

       The GRACE Gorillas spend their day in a large 

forest habitat, where they play, climb, and forage  

for food. In the evening, the gorillas are called into  

a night house to sleep. GRACE Caregivers use a 

triangle as the sound cue to let the gorillas know it’s 

time to return.  

 As a young gorilla, Kighoma followed Pinga  

(then leader of the group, in absence of a mature 

male) into the forest each day. One day, Kighoma 

started leading the group into the forest instead of 

Pinga. This was Kighoma’s way of saying, “I’m ready 

to be in charge now.” It was a milestone moment  

for the gorillas and for GRACE staff.

 Thanks to the care and rehabilitation he’s  

received at GRACE, Kighoma has grown from  

traumatized infant to silverback leader of the  

GRACE cares for 14 Grauer’s 
gorillas rescued as infants  
from wildlife trafficking.  
Today the gorillas form  
one cohesive family with  
one adult male, two maturing 
males, ten adult females,  
and one adolescent female. 
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       “From the day I started 
working with gorillas, from the  
time they were very young, I have 
developed a stronger bond than  
just a job. I have grown with them.”

Dalmas Kakule Syangeha,  
Animal Care Manager

Kighoma today

gorillas at GRACE. 

He constantly  

monitors group  

dynamics. If  

there are conflicts 

between group 

members, Kighoma 

will intervene and 

smooth things over, 

correcting individuals 

for their behavior 

as needed. He spends much of his day checking the 

perimeter of the forest habitat, especially if he hears 

anything suspicious. Kighoma is a gentle but effective 

leader, always looking out for the safety of his group. 

RESCUE, REHAB, REWILD

The GRACE Farm team grows over 10  
types of crops to supplement the gorillas’ 
diet: over 52,873 kg (116,564 lbs.) of  
vegetation in 2022 alone.

GRACE Animal Care Manager Dalmas analyzes 
gorilla fecal samples to monitor the health of  
each individual. 

Young female Lulingu (front) and male Shamavu (lying down) are old  
enough to be independent, but both are still seen near their surrogate  
mother Pinga in what caregivers call the ‘little family.’

GRACE Caregivers bake nutrient-packed biscuits  
for gorillas daily.

Caregivers check the 
perimeter of the forest 
habitat each day.

GRACE Caregiver Kambale prepares diets  
for the growing gorilla family.

Infant Kighoma 
(2009)



Gorilla Monitoring & Protection in Tayna Nature Reserve
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 The lush forests of Tayna Nature Reserve in  

eastern DR Congo provide vital habitat for Grauer’s 

gorillas, eastern chimpanzees, pangolins, leopards, 

and many other species, some found nowhere else 

in the world. Spanning nearly 90,000 hectares, 

the reserve protects some of the healthiest forest 

ecosystems in DR Congo – forests key to defending 

against climate change.

 Tayna Nature Reserve was created by local 

Congolese communities, from land donated by 21 

Barazas (traditional land-owning families). Today, 

the reserve is managed by the community through 

the elected management authority, Réserve des 

Gorilles de Tayna (RGT).

 Inside Tayna Nature Reserve, GRACE and  

RGT are co-leading a brand new gorilla monitoring  

and protection program. The monitoring program  

began after the first-ever great ape survey of the  

entire reserve in 2020, which confirmed the presence 

of healthy populations of Grauer’s gorillas and  

eastern chimpanzees. For the survey and ongoing 

monitoring, all team members were hired and 

trained from local communities – many from  

families which donated land to create the reserve. 

 Tayna is remote and heavily forested, with no 

maintained roads, so teams operate entirely on foot. 

They follow the movements of the gorillas through 

the forest, staying at least one day behind the group. 

Field teams record 

plant species eaten 

by the gorillas, count 

nests made by the  

gorillas each night, 

and collect fecal 

samples for genetic 

analysis.

 The continual 

presence of monitoring teams helps protect great 

apes in the reserve. The data that these teams collect 

is helping to improve knowledge of the diet, group 

size and composition, and ranging behavior of the 

little-studied Grauer’s gorilla. It is also helping 

GRACE understand the unique gorilla population 

in Tayna and threats to gorillas, other wildlife and  

the forest in this region. 

 By listening to and working in close collaboration 

with local communities, GRACE has been able  

to co-create solutions for conservation. Gorilla 

monitoring in Tayna is uplifting local communities, 

delivering conservation impact for gorillas and  

other wildlife, and raising awareness for gorilla  

conservation around the world.

GORILLA CONSERVATION

Monitoring teams carry their equipment, 
gear and supplies across the rugged  
Tayna terrain.
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#2 GORILLA CONSERVATION
GRACE conserves wild Grauer’s gorillas and their habitat through 

gorilla protection and monitoring in Tayna Nature Reserve,  

a biodiversity hotspot and one of the last remaining strongholds  

for Grauer’s gorillas on the planet. We partner with Congolese 

communities to provide conservation jobs and capacity building.



Revealing the Biodiversity of Tayna
 While two monitoring teams take turns  

following a wild gorilla group, a third team retraces 

two-kilometer transects spread across the reserve, 

recording observations and placing camera traps. 

These efforts have provided a rare glimpse into  

the biodiversity of Tayna.

 During the first year of monitoring, teams  

were thrilled to discover a mother and infant  

Grauer’s gorilla on trail camera for the first time. 

With just 6,800 individuals left in the wild, this 

mother and baby in Tayna Nature Reserve are a  

sign of hope for gorilla conservation worldwide. 

12

Colobus Monkey

Tayna Trail Camera Photos 

RIGHT: 
Golden Cat, Blue Monkey

BELOW:
Duiker, Chimpanzee

 
       “The communities around 
Tayna have been dedicated since the 
creation of the reserve to protecting  
the gorillas and forests of Tayna, but 
they need to be supported. GRACE 
is proud to provide the support and 
expertise that allows community-led  
conservation in Tayna to be successful.” 

Jackson Kabuyaya Mbeke,  
GRACE DRC Director

Monitoring and protection team  
members examine gorilla feeding  
remains. Teams have identified  
63 unique plant species eaten by  
Grauer’s gorillas in Tayna.

Monitoring teams cross a river in Tayna  
Nature Reserve. The reserve has no  
maintained roads. Teams operate entirely  
on foot in the rugged terrain.

GRACE staff organize fecal samples collected by monitoring 
teams for DNA analysis. Over time, GRACE and scientific  
partners will build a database to identify and monitor individual 
wild gorillas in Tayna.

GORILLA CONSERVATION
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ABOVE:  
Map of deforestation in Tayna. 
Courtesy of  Woodwell Climate 
Research Center

RIGHT:  
Tayna Nature Reserve  

       “My favorite part is 
seeing the many species in Tayna 
that we are protecting through our 
conservation work. This includes 
gorillas, but also colobus monkey, 
chimpanzee, pangolins, and many 
more species.”

Benezeth Visando,  
Assistant DRC Director and former 
Conservation Manager
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Going Farther Together
 GRACE is on a mission to inspire 100,000 

hearts to take conservation action for gorillas in  

the next three years. Thanks to the dedication of 

the GRACE Education team, over 34,000 people  

globally were inspired to make a positive difference 

for people, gorillas, and the forest.

 Together this year, we ...

• Provided guinea pig 

husbandry training for 

17 women. Guinea pigs 

are an important source 

of both nutrition and 

income for families in 

this area of DR Congo.

• Brought conservation 

education programs 

to more than 1,280 students at 12 primary 

schools.

• Connected over 300 youth to nature across  

nine Conservation Clubs.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

• Launched a new radio program for 15,000+ 

listeners focused on the connections between 

healthy forests, healthy people and healthy  

gorillas.

• Organized a community clean-up day in 

Katoyo, collecting over 1,000 pieces of trash.

• Celebrated World Gorilla Day in three villages 

for the first time, with over 11,000 attendees.

• Sprouted 40,000 fast-growing tree seedlings 

in the village of Kagheri. These trees will  

protect forests by providing a source of  

sustainable fuel wood.

       At GRACE, togetherness is at the heart of  

everything we do. Our Congolese Educators have 

deep roots in local communities. They actively listen 

and respond to what the community wants and needs. 

Community engagement centered around regular 

and inclusive dialogue with elders, women, and 

youth is what makes our work successful. With big 

plans for the future and 60,000 more hearts to reach 

in the next two years, we are going farther together.
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This year’s World Gorilla Day  
celebrations in DR Congo  
were the largest ever for GRACE,  
with over 11,000 people  
participating!

GRACE Educator Gracianne brings youth  
to share their thoughts about gorillas as  
part of a special broadcast on Radio Tayna.

Women display banners with positive actions to help 
wildlife on International Women’s Day.
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3 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
GRACE provides conservation education and community  

engagement programs for schools, women’s groups, community 

organizations, and the general public in DR Congo. These  

programs promote local understanding of and appreciation for 

gorillas, their habitat, and positive conservation actions.



Inspiring the Next Generation
 Binoculars, banners, radio broadcasts, and  

gorilla videos! The GRACE Education team uses all 

of these and more to inspire the next generation  

of conservationists: youth living near GRACE. With 

46% of the population of DR Congo under the age  

of 15, this is the fastest growing demographic.  

Youth represent one of most important groups for 

engagement. They are the future of conservation  

in Africa.

        This year, GRACE launched a new education  

program for young learners ages 8-10 in Primary 3.  

The introductory lessons in this new program focus 

on building connections and fostering empathy for 

nature. They will prepare students for our already 

successful Primary 6 program, in just a few years. 

Over a series of three classroom visits, GRACE  

Educators taught P3 students about what animals 

need to survive, how baby gorillas depend on their 

mothers, and actions people can take to protect  

habitats for people and wildlife. Evaluation data 

showed that conservation knowledge significantly 
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GRACE Educator Sims helps inspire  
the next generation of conservationists 
by showing how students can make a 
positive difference for gorillas, wildlife 
and forests.

GRACE Educators completed  
a new series of lessons to reach 
young learners in Primary 3 
grades.

increased across  

all nine schools as  

a result of these  

visits with GRACE 

Educators.

        Over 300 youth 

members of GRACE 

Conservation Clubs 

also learned about 

gorillas and forests in 

2022. One highlight 

this year: a special 

exchange project with Greater Los Angeles Zoo 

Association (GLAZA) and the Los Angeles Zoo (L.A. 

Zoo). Members of GRACE Conservation Clubs and  

students in Los Angeles took part in a cross-cultural 

learning program featuring two gorillas, Lulingu at 

GRACE and Angela at L.A. Zoo. This unique program 

connected students in the United States and DR 

Congo to show how people are working together to 

protect gorillas across continents.

3 Villages…and Counting
 They say it takes a village. In our case, it’s three  

villages and counting. This year, GRACE took a  

giant leap toward our goal of expanding community  

outreach programs in DR Congo. Our talented 

GRACE Educators brought conservation education 

programming to three nearby villages: Katoyo,  

Kasugho, and – for the first time – Kagheri. With a 

combined population of more than 30,000 people, 

the communities here are directly affected by and 

closely connected to the forests around Tayna. 

 In June, GRACE Educators visited Kagheri,  

a large village about 15 km and a 2.5 hour walk  

from GRACE. They met with a local community  

association and began talks that would lead to  

our biggest community engagement project yet:  

sustainable woodlots in Kagheri. In GRACE’s region, 

deforestation is a primary driver of forest loss.  

Cutting trees for charcoal and firewood, among  

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
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Women from Kagheri prepare seedling bags for the sustainable 
woodlot project. 40,000 seeds have been planted to date and 
will be distributed to community members.

Gracianne, GRACE Educator, leads a community clean-up 
activity that collects over 1,000 waste items.

To prepare for expansion into Kagheri, 
GRACE hired and trained evaluators  
to survey residents. Evaluation is key  
to understanding the effectiveness of  
our programs.

other reasons, poses a real challenge for both people 

and gorillas. As an alternative, GRACE and our local 

partner are working together to plant fast-growing 

trees that will be distributed to community members 

and harvested for fuelwood. This reduces the need  

to collect wood from the forest.

       Today, the area for the woodlot has been prepared 

and 40,000 tree seedlings are already starting to take 

root in Kagheri. Together, we are planting seeds of hope 

for communities and people in DR Congo.

       “Because of GRACE 
programs, community members 
now understand the importance of 
planting trees, building fuel-efficient 
stoves, and teaching their children 
about gorillas and the forest.”

Honoré Kambale Masumbuko,  
DRC Education Manager



 

Looking Ahead — Our 5-Year Strategy 

Sanctuary
RESCUE, REHAB, REWILD
GRACE is working with our strategic partners in DR Congo  

to evaluate the feasibility of returning rescued Grauer’s  

gorillas back into the wild   It is a complex, costly process. 

We are collaborating with global primate experts to plan  

for a successful outcome. In the meantime, the gorillas at 

our sanctuary, accredited by Global Federation of Animal 

Sanctuaries, receive 24/7 world-class care.
Isangi
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Conservation
EXPAND & ENABLE PROTECTED AREAS
GRACE is working to build management capacity in  

Tayna Nature Reserve, a haven for Grauer’s gorillas and  

other wildlife. 

Importantly, we hope to secure a new biodiversity-climate 

corridor connecting Tayna Nature Reserve to Maiko  

National Park. This extensive area protects important  

habitat, species and primary forest.  

Community
100,000 HEARTS CAMPAIGN
GRACE is deeply committed to community-led  

conservation. We believe it is the most meaningful way  

to create sustainable, lasting protection for Grauer’s  

gorillas and their forest homes. We plan to expand the  

reach of our specially tailored conservation programming  

to 100,000 people in the greater Tayna area. The goal  

is to empower people with the tools and know-how to  

protect their incredible natural heritage.  

Financial Summary

 At GRACE, we strive to be responsible and thoughtful stewards of our  

donors’ financial trust in us. Nothing gets wasted at GRACE.

 We value integrity, transparency, and following through on our commitments. 

We keep a lean staff in the U.S. and a tight budget to maximize the impact of 

our mission-critical work on the ground in DR Congo. We feel responsible to get 

results for our donors and honor their faith in our important mission to stabilize 

these critically endangered gorillas. 

GRACE Expenses

Kalonge
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GRACE Income

Grants
$1,199,815

71%

Corporate Contributions
$289,318

12% $1,689,676
Individual  
Contributions
$200,448

17%

* pre-audited numbers

82%
PROGRAMS

Management, 
General
$139,033

Fundraising
$68,529

$1,186,779

6%

12%

Rescue, Rehab, 
Rewild
$457,274

38%

Gorilla Conservation
$249,600

21%

$272,343

Community
Engagement

23%



GRACE Leadership Team

Congolese Team

Our Team Members
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Faustin Muhindo Kibwana

GRACE Center Manager

Louise Kavugho Kamese

Farm Manager

Jackson Kabuyaya Mbeke

DR Congo Director

Mariana Martinez

U.S. Operations Manager

Josias Kambale Kamaliro

DR Congo 
Communications Manager

Tommi Wolfe

Executive Director
Benezeth Kambale Visando

DR Congo Assistant Director

Honoré Kambale Masumbuko

Educator Manager & 
Research Assistant

Jackson Mwenge

 Goma Administrator

Laurie Cummins

Education & Community
Engagement Manager

George Kakule Kayisavira

Facility Manager

Dalmas Kakule Syangeha

Animal Care Manager

Dr. Katie Fawcett

Program Director

honoring jonathan kambere katsongo

his past year, GRACE unexpectedly lost esteemed team member Jonathan Kambere Katsongo. 

Jonathan was a devoted father, husband and friend. He dedicated nine years to GRACE,  

first as a valued member of the Education Team and later as GRACE Center Manager.

In managing the GRACE Center, Jonathan ran the day-to-day sanctuary operations and never 

lost his love of teaching. Jonathan was a pillar of kindness, strength and wisdom for all who 

knew him. He will be missed greatly.

T

April 14, 1980 – December 24, 2021

Rory Keating

U.S. Communications and  
Outreach Coordinator



U.S. Board of Directors
Laura Maloney (Chair), Principal/Founder, Adisa, Florida

Jacqueline Ogden, Ph.D. (Vice Chair), Former Vice President,  
    Animals, Science, and Environment, Walt Disney Parks  
 and Resorts, Florida (retired)

Barbara Cartwright (Secretary), Chief Executive Officer,  
 Humane Canada

Jeffrey Flocken, President, Humane Society International

Amy Harclerode, Chief Development Officer at  
 Hetrick-Martin Institute, New York 

Brenda Kaser-Burger (Treasurer), CEO, Conscious Investing  
 Group, Colorado

Claire Martin, Senior Manager of Strategic Philanthropy,  
 Disney Corporate Citizenship, Florida

Rick Schwartz, President, Nashville Zoo, Tennessee

Denise Verret, CEO and Zoo Director, Los Angeles Zoo and  
 Botanical Gardens, California

David Weidner, Founder, Wildlife Protection Solutions,  
 Colorado

 
U.S. Advisors to the Board
Rick Barongi, Founder, Longneck Manor Conservation  
 Foundation

Tammie Bettinger, Ph. D., Conservation Consultant,  
 Retired Animal Operations Director at Disney’s Animals,   
 Science and Environment 

Spike Buckley, Co-Founder and Board Member of One Earth 

John Lukas, Founder and President, Okapi Conservation Project

Peter Riger, VP Conservation and Education, Houston Zoo

Tim Walch, Co-Chairman Emeritus, National Academy  
 of Design

DR Congo Founding Partners
Mwami Mukosasenge, Esteemed Founder, Traditional King

Mwami Stuka, Esteemed Founder, Traditional King 

Pierre Kakule, Esteemed Founder, Founder of the Tayna Center  
    for Conservation Biology 

Our Volunteer Leaders
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Technical Advisory Groups 
ANIMAL CARE & WELFARE ADVISORY GROUP

Rachel Daneault, Co-Chair, Zoological Manager,  
 Disney’s Animals, Science and Environment 

Beth Schaefer, Co-Chair, General Curator, Los Angeles Zoo 

David Shrake, Zoological Manager, Disney’s Animals, Science  
 and Environment

Keith Zdrojewski, Mammal Curator, Dallas Zoo

EDUCATION ADVISORY GROUP

Nadine Kocanjer, Chair, Education Director, Disney’s Animals,  
 Science, and Environment

Erika Novak, Manager of Innovative Learning Experiences,  
    Smithsonian’s National Zoo and Conservation Biology Institute

FACILITY ADVISORY GROUP

Sam Berner, Animal Operations Manager,  
 Disney’s Animals, Science and Environment

Jay Therien, Animal Operations Manager,  
 Disney’s Animals, Science and Environment 

MEDIA ADVISORY GROUP

David Rochkind, Creative Director, Ground Media

NUTRITION ADVISORY GROUP

Shannon Livingston, Nutritionist, Disney’s Animals, Science  
 and Environment 

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY GROUP

Mandi Schook, Ph.D., Chair, Science Operations Director,  
    Disney’s Animals, Science and Environment

Glenn Bush, Ph.D., Environmental Economist,  
    Woodwell Climate Research Center 

Damien Caillaud, Ph.D., Associate Professor, UC Davis

Austin Leeds, Ph.D., Research Manager, Disney’s Animals,  
 Science and Environment

Katie Leighty, Ph.D., Animal Operations Director,  
    Disney’s Animals, Science and Environment

VETERINARY ADVISORY GROUP

Natalie Mylniczenko, DVM, Dipl ACZM, Chair, Veterinarian,  
    Disney’s Animals, Science and Environment 

Joe Bielitzki, DVM, Chief Veterinary Officer, NASA (retired)

Jan Ramer, DVM, Dipl ACZM, Sr. VP Animal Care and Conservation,   
 Columbus Zoo and Aquarium

Nicole Stacy, DVM, Dipl ACVP, Cytopathologist, Univ. of Florida 

Our Support Network
Key GRACE partners and supporters include these major corporate donors, as well as a number of other 

generous companies and individuals. GRACE is grateful for the powerful support of our partners and the 

hundreds of generous donors who care about Grauer’s gorillas and help enable our vision for their future.

There are a number of ways to ensure the future of GRACE, such as:  
 • Bequests in your Will 

 •	Qualified	Charitable	Distributions

 •	Revocable	Living	Trust	

 •	Charitable	Lead	Trust	Endowments	

Your financial advisor, attorney, or tax professional can advise you on which options may be best 

to accomplish your charitable goals. 

DONATIONS

ONLINE: The GRACE website www.gracegorillas.org features a large green DONATE button. 

BY CHECK: Post checks made out to GRACE Center Inc, to PO Box 504, Niwot, CO 80544. 

WIRE/DIRECT DEPOSIT: Please email info@gracegorillas.org for banking details.

PLANNED GIVING

This year GRACE is committed to do more to ensure the future  

of GRACE for the sake of both Grauer’s gorillas and their Congolese  

communities. Would you consider creating a lasting impact by  

naming GRACE as a beneficiary of your will, estate or 401K?   

Details at www.gracegorillas.org/planned-giving. 

IRS Tax ID/EIN: 46-2308758

For questions about Planned Giving to GRACE, please email at  

info@gracegorillas.org or call 303-834-8630. 

 • IRA	-	401K	-	Life	Insurance	

 •	Gifts	of	Stocks,	Bond	&	Annuities

 •	Donor-Advised	Funds

Be Part of This Important Work
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GRACE Year at a Glance
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Field teams continue to protect and 
monitor gorillas in Tayna Nature Reserve. 
In 2022, teams reach the milestone of 
over one year of continuous monitoring.

JANUARY
GRACE Educators introduce over  
700 young learners in Primary 3 grade 
to the importance of protecting  
gorillas and the forest.

FEBRUARY MARCH
GRACE DR Congo Director Jackson  
Kabuyaya Mbeke attends the Conservation 
Action Plan meeting in Bukavu, DR Congo. 
GRACE is proud to be part of the Ushiriki 
Consortium, committed to protecting great 
apes in eastern DR Congo.

GRACE takes Earth Month celebrations 
global with a virtual presentation,  
Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries  
webinar, and at Buttonwood Park Zoo 
(Massachusetts, USA).

APRIL
World-renowned photographer and 
filmmaker Bobby Neptune visits 
GRACE to collect gorilla footage  
and interview staff.

MAY
GRACE celebrates our dedicated  
DR Congo team on International  
Caregivers Day. Our Congolese-run  
sanctuary is the only one in the world  
for Grauer’s gorillas.

JUNE

GRACE attends the IUCN Africa 
Protected Areas Congress in Rwanda 
and sponsors attendance for Jackson 
Kalungero of Réserve des Gorilles  
de Tayna.

JULY
GRACE and Los Angeles Zoo present 
results from a cross-cultural education 
program with students in Los Angeles 
and Kasugho, DR Congo at the annual 
Association of Zoos and Aquariums 
conference.

AUGUST
With generous support from Disney  
Conservation Fund and Detroit Zoo, GRACE 
purchases a new vehicle. A reliable vehicle  
is essential on the rugged, mountainous 
roads in eastern DR Congo.   

SEPTEMBER

The GRACE Farm Team produced a 
bumper crop this year! Every day the 
team tends to over five acres of land  
to supplement the gorillas’ diet.

OCTOBER
DR Congo Director Jackson Kabuyaya 
Mbeke and Assistant Director Benezeth 
Visando attend the EarthRanger conference 
in Kenya. Jackson presents on a panel for 
community-led conservation.

NOVEMBER
GRACE celebrates you! Everything we’ve 
accomplished in 2022 has been made 
possible by you, our loyal supporters.   

DECEMBER

Website & Social Media
 https://gracegorillas.org

 https://facebook.com/gracegorillas

 https://www.instagram.com/gracegorillas

 https://twitter.com/gracegorillas 

 https://www.youtube.com/gracegorillas

  Live Gorilla Cam

Have you seen the GRACE gorillas? Join them every day  
on the Explore livecam at explore.org/gorillas. You can  
also take part in regular live chat sessions with one of our  
GRACE staff members or advisors.
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